C-reactive protein-mediated complement activation in polymyalgia rheumatica and other systemic inflammatory diseases.
An immunoglobulin-independent deposition of the complement (C) components C4 and C3 occurs on rat kidney medullary structures, when sera of patients with various inflammatory diseases are studied by indirect immunofluorescence. The diagnostic value of this new test (C4-C3-IFT) for polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) is stressed, since all sera from patients with active disease yielded positive reactions. Though highly sensitive with respect to PMR, C4/C3-IFT is not specific for this syndrome. Examples of positive reactions in systemic inflammatory diseases other than PMR are documented. Besides the clinical studies, C4/C3-IFT reactivity was analyzed with regard to the mechanisms of the reaction. Experimental data are presented which suggest that C-reactive protein (CRP) binds to rat kidney structures, thereby activating the classical C cascade. As a result of CRP-C interaction, C4 and C3 components are fixed to distinct renal medullary structures. Because of its technical simplicity, C4/C3-IFT can routinely be used to screen patients' sera for CRP-mediated C activation. This ex vivo test system may contribute to a better understanding of pathophysiological functions of serum CRP in various inflammatory diseases.